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Je. E Squess. d the 
bald “really! started: tolking: WENG Bob dE irá Bob: was “the: initial o 
“force behind- fall he importing “Of “hardware “and. ‘software from West | 
Bermany. "A project that ‘took many long days and. seemingly longer o 
“nights. Som certain, that. that in the next couple of weeks, the 
remards. will outweigh all the effort. “Interesting to: Hear, was 

“from “Ds. ES I've: always said: that 
“competion was healthy, and “it. seems that some of D.S.E people MAY 9 
dont this: ‘typo. Wouldn? t dt “be nice to see: a Towering: DF price 

“the Co positive creacti en. 

old Faithful”. ? 
“Contact — nas oie with - othe: As 

j at "z | ea É gB. per year. “Marks postal. ‘addres es is PLO box 154, DI 
to see: eth eros id Gene. coming our way. ‘The | RE ene e ig “and just prior to: Ads 

E icone” aboard all! 

: have a coupe pEi menbe EPER MAs We, to entertain Bob Kitch 
wha was’ down our. way for va*‘couple of days last week. Bobs first 
article appears in this: Denen S edition. “This is- andntrodiceion 
eo e Programming “with o CA difference. | Read on, as this feature 

actually - delves into. the . “methodology - “and architecture of | 

“programming. ; “rather than “being | a direct. instructional, already 
C obtainable From hy Bookehop- Incidently, Bob has issued an- 

invitation to -one and all. involving your programming problems.. 
"Don't hesitate. to write oto chim, as Im- sure you will find Bob 
most. helpful. Also. included: with this. Issue is- a Copy. of. a. list. 

“of. articles, on the VI; otha: Bob has indexed. over the last: couple | | 
nro «years. Of course: ‘our regular. features appear. within. Thanks _ 
oto- “Robert “Quinn “Part <4- of. Understanding your .VZ is with Us. 

“Matthew - Taylor put in a lot of work. this month. Thanks Matthew — 
“for the Games and Utility Reviews. — “For our Technical Report this . 

month, thanks to Dave Mitchell, Dave. Boyce and to our Technical. 

casa: Joe Leon for. redrawing the ‘schematic. Unfortunately, 

when. “Our” magazine gets to this. size, some things. have to be left 

“out. “Borry. folks, but this: month Tt was the. a and 

beginners sections. Compensation for. the. beginners is. “the 
“article cby Bob Kitch and the. program on the following. na by 

Patil cand’ doe. Leon. | An interesting set of. routines, part of which 

“involves FEEK/FOKE > Editing - (see this month. Understanding: Your VZs _ 
“not Token editing,- but the. theory remains. the same). 

Things to. look out for are: the. second article by Bob Kitch | 
E ao Australia Electronics Monthly. on. the: YZ video display 
“expansion, also in the Oct. ilssue is- the. ‘mot: quite as up to date 

sas. the one: “included In this Magazine). list DF: ‘articles by Bob, on 
She Vz. “Thanks | to AEM ‘for. showing. some more support for the Vz. | 
A fans Comin Prom. ROD in the next couple of. weeks:is an eight way 

a eta “board. “This unit wild plug into: Your. peripheral port. 
: Jand “enable “YOU to run up-to eight (or more if you ~ 

Atend: accesories” ee: your. MZ These could. include. dot matrix 
en pi ag o oprinter/plotter, joysticks, » “speech synthesiser, — 
“compumuse “and almost any amount of ex ter nal control units, for | 
idoorbel is, ee alarms, < etc... : Om the topic. of. looking out >- 

Ao . Fingers crossed) have c his battery — 

your. VE 

obacked RAM up anid running. by tonight. I recently acquired a 64K 
ORAM » printer “bitter from Don Mckenzie. Excellent piece of 
“equipment. 
à Rs pondo seesachange ain leadership... «This “ts because =. 
Peter, “feltthat he had- achieved wha t pe chad planned to do, that cc 
OWES DO set. ap Te Chub. DP feel Pete should be congratulated for 
aniis success. “Abn. tackling: this mammoth task. ‘Both Pete and Ross . 
oe share the “ Becretar” e sguties. CvÊlsSDO DLC new. “meeting 
R a albert +. DF tonights cimo 
Lod bon ere uni tycceantbre, 

Z USER: Club® ain: Sydney. T tayo 
“seen ` most “some are: “out. “Da print) of: the magazines that. Mark 

“Harwood, NZ “USERS” “Editor, has compiled and 1 feel that ‘these 
magazine | are: swells worth, subscribing: ED. o: Subscription. fee is $15 0. 

oar new hall the New 



MENU? MAKER or: disk ‘drive: owners. 7 
citas É “a simple) 

space! before the word RUN in line 20. 
“Commands | are: as follows :— | 

Ge x ype: amw 
nes 10 are. “BO. without’ ‘alteration: and make. ‘sure you PUE the tiei 

o Pressing . inverse - okey: mito toggle- between normal/inverse 
“screen. | de ui ee 

vis: wir giem pineciory: and STATUS to she screen. ` = 

E eas es “Make sure that line 400 is retained as is. © After 
entering filename use sa comma: “fold owed. by aT for text Orca B $or 00 

can” “enter Filenames in DATA. statements. after. pressing | 

binary sides. Line So. mi TI POKE a B in front of. RUN in line 20, 00° 
Car “a spacejin-case. of: Ta “text: files. while. line” 240 will. POKE the 
< Tpimameme" in Tine 20. 7 ake 
ee, see ‘this. they? with: care,’ “as it. aaa: ERASE, SWE: vand GRUN: Menu. © 

toggling. | E 

160 IFX$="^"THENGOTO260 | 

| E ie CLS: PRINTO48O, 

CO APSO GIFFS (PF) ="B"TE 

| "260 POKESO777,35: ERA" MENU" ESAVE MEN ERUNSMENDS ` 

CC TEO0 TERS <2 CHR (13) THENZIOEL 

Co = If: your disk hasn't a Menu then & will1l¢ SAVE and” RUN Menu. | 
| “GUse POKE 30777,1 with caution as it wili hang up the disk ive. 7 E me “It does. speed. up printing | to the: screen. (It is wise to PDKE- 

PT Ta SS: before accessing ‘disk drive. ~ | | es og 
aa om “you “Dna NZZO0° ee cai 30744,96 in lines ‘SO and — 
“ago to POKE CBOPAAÇÃo Thi: 

l E : E 1 o 'GoTO4 o po ae me oe = ane ee oe oe “page: Choe as : gee SRUN"HENU ren 

do BREE ore soras; 96: POKESOS62, 80: POKES 50863, 52: POKE30777, 1 
60 N=N+1: READPS CND a le $ (N): : eT: ES (ADS :THENGO-TOS! 5 (Ny 

70 CLS: PRINT" Se E 
- BO FOR I=L.TO 14.40 Sheets 
“90 PRINTO(S2K1), “E" CHRS genn E Ejs oo Rr E E 
"100 FRINTTAB (15) “EE"CHRS ( (2O5+1)" oe Ps (1414) TAB (30)" a 3 
“110 NEXT o ee ee ee EA 
Ea a E E: ELE Ro [o © Sa <8 8 sr SBYE 

E “140 3X $= I NF KEYS: SHIT NKEY$: IF x=" » “THEN1 40ELSEX=USR ( ¢ x x ‘POKES 30777, 1 
“150. “IFXS="2",, POKESO7 44, ABS (PEEK (30 a sia 426: SOUNDZO, do 

S270) TFX$="&"THENGOTOZ7O ̀  Ea ee 

© 180 TPXS="S"THENGOSUB280 

zoo ERS "9° ORKS3CHRS OF HENI. SE ie | maia 
S TABA MESIPY”S PSP) 3 

“2290 GOSUBZ10. 
a oe JENPOKES1477; | 6ELSEPOKES1477,32 EE SE CR 
240 FORB=ITOB: POKES14794B, ASCUMIDS (SCP) +" CO BS IDOSNEXT 
“eso 777,354 60TDZ0 

pirg: 

| POKE30777, 35: SAVE "MENU" RUN” MENU” 
(280. POKE30777, 35: CLS: DIRE STATUS: PRINTO1S, 
290 RS=INKEYS:RS=INKEYS 

SESOUNDSO, (12 RUN 
— 8 SOUNDZO, 1525, 17RETURN 

- ea am ia re va “A do i sus Es a 

= om 
“AGO DATA, X 

do with. inverse 
screen 
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“except Mer a “one added feature. | 

<P> Program: information. 

<a> Return to central, menu 

Hackers Delight sia. capomer rui utitity: regras toc the ee ae 
wich o “was. “sold by? ‘Celestron. “software. || (Celestron: no- longer o oo 
exists, — see Ed “Note ` “Issue. OHL, PO-7). “: The: “program is only is 

“available. “on. disk for obvious reasons but this: is by. no means. 2o 
“major. barrier. to: usage. 

Upon - running. the boot “program. “the | disk Sra “loads . 
‘colourful “and swell. esi: 
“Delight. written. an: red Am: the “sky over © ` à 4 ey 

front vor: 4 

ate: Foaming blue water; “surrounds. all this. | ae 
a key is) ‘pressed the disk drive activates: and: the da 

sis “loaded. | “Nou are given three. options on this | “central menu 
menu. | 

“These are "Lo ‘Program: Copier 
; l 2e::Dissasembler 

e E e : US 2-80. Moni tor. 

a eden: ‘copier is -basically | “the “Same as ‘the old. one Just. as a refresher the: options: 
Ahern ao 

“4L> Load a ‘program 
<T> Save a text. “program 
‘<B> Save a binary program — 

“<D> Tape to disk. transfer — 

"Commence É; T, B and o: are “self explanitory but the commands P and 
= D need a little explanation. oo. ae 
oe The. <P>, command gives “information. “about the program just 
< leaded. “This information includes the. start and end addresses of . 
“the. program. loaded in decimal and. hexadecimal. “The amount of 

"memory — taken up by. the program is given in bytes and. kilobytes | 

“also. If. any key is pressed. tother than <M>) you will be asked 
+ “you Wish to. change the. start address. pointer. If a reply of 

“ves. às given then. you must input. the. new address in hexadecimal. . 
- It “then -asks the: “Same “thing. about- the, end, «address. before 

© returning to the menu. É 
The <D> command: allows sor. transter Di. binary 4 ‘programs, that 

have been. loaded. by tape, to disk. The: program stops and: ask you 
to type | 
O- name",ssss coco. Substitute | “the: program: name for what you want | 
o, ‘and ssss “ando eece “for the. given start and end 

- addresses. : Disk. “drive owners © “should «be. familiar — ‘with this 
"process and. the. use of this. DOS : command. 

«the “Following ~ “ine | sand. “press: return. — -BSAVE“progr.am 

“: The: second “option of the. central. menu os the idissasembler. 
Once loaded “the program immediately asks for ‘the start address. É o 

Ps “disassembly. This as followed by the end address and output to 
“printer (y: ori n).:. The program then proceeds to dissasemble 
“memory from the -start address onwards into standard nmemonics. 

o Tf*output to printer ds. chosen the disassembly will go to the © 
Sprinter as- = well as “to the screen. “The: command <S> will SEE 

. cadiDsassembly “at. any time and <C> will continue. at. = 

¿command will. abort disassembly and. you. will be asked if- 
"o ee return. to the central menu or go to disassembly. 

When -disassembly reaches: the input: end. address, the- computer 
RE lã ee number: of bytes and instructions on the — 
screen (If printer dis being used it willbe printed there as 
awl). o o | oo em À | 

ed colt ant mh — 

med title. “page.” It ‘features’ aa RE DO 
à and clouds. Below — 

“this . ais “a boat anchored ‘in’ the distance near: “an island and in => 
-this is another small island with a large palm ‘tree MOM 



anid SHO Return to: menu. 
Ec “o Do anh go into detail. e each: but here’ are some. points. to | a an 40s “done “in hex xadecimal. “Data is entered = i: ek: B; bytes. When. altering: memory df 2you wish ae 

block ‘memory. sara a 
Tada orderi ‘oF tasks an. iain. with a a. program: seo a ‘Load it with: program copier. look at it with dissasembler if. you heed. Abo. alter. at: with the: Z-moni: 

ando is worth., petting hold of. 

INE ORT REPORT = -2 

The third o “ando afinal. option: om the central menais. “the: z-o 
a € : . These. are ZA» Cr vien | memory, “<B> Alter memory, <C> Relocate. memory., XD> Execute 

AE, View “and. search 

or. “The sub-menu for. this: das. options- tah). 

“memory, <E> Hex =, Decimal, a > Decimal — - Fei. 

Wit return rather: than. typing: at again. 

Make sure YO know what” vou are doing: be: 

ith Program copier. This is. a: 

sto i 

“me of: a contact address in West. Germany, a wholesaler who dealt |. 
in computer products. “Now some. Six weeks down the track, I’m © getting some very excited. phone calls” from Club Members wondering. 
What stage proceeding are at. “To fill those in who may have — missed the full story, “further. “contact was established with -Ce-Ter Trading of Hamburg, . West Germany. — Prices. were worked out — for an extensive. range of. software and hardware. After many days. “Of negotiations, — between banks, . the Customs Dept, the Taxation Office an Import Agent. and Ce-Tec, an order was finally. placed pr! SAUSZES2. The. order was as follows: - 

ot ‘Lightpens 
| Printer/Plotter 

vo va Printer Interfaces. 
o MASIEK RAM Modules 
1 64K RAM Module. 

da ARS Disk, Controller 
ee A Disk. Drives 

ve BS 

Also Comprehensive range DE. software. was ordered. 
A e last. 

“So mom all we DD ds malta 
E original. groundwork and oto. ‘ali. those who. supported this scheme uai | tee initiation. This wild. probably be. offered. again. in, “March onest year. 

to save, your: program, before». sen ecution otherwise. YOU may — 

tor and then save it again 
Nery Pppropriately; ‘named. Program | 

E “About caia Eob Kita OLD, “but not naturalised) told — 

a TE ARC munication | oT made “to De-Tec was by *phone-on Thurs’ the sotho e Oct. That was to inform them that the bank ines... o Australia| shad completed all it had to do. “Tomas them assured  .. Co that arl goes: were packed morder. sent by Fax 2 days prior). “and. ready: “ho: be freighted. | 
“Thanks “to Bob Kitch-fordoing the _ 

fore > attempting | 



E DAVE EMT CHEL. s | SCHE MATIC: BY. ‘JOE LEON 

“The folowing’ as’ inatin tier dnare modification: to your 
eo points. to remember, these alterations should not be tried. by 

oe “those. “who é “are not confi dent. with a soldering iron and. argc 

fede programs, ‘for resetting 
| System OFF and ON, 00o 

any “physical. “modification. to. ne sr omar will void. all. 
warranties, o A | | cs 

= ‘Use this most: Machin ne 
cane Eosputar mithat maleated the 

2.) When the. pirer Sw: turned. on, “the Sort Start: is. in the RESET | 
E state.: ‘When the Swi tch is. pressed, | Not (gate) goes HIGH and NO#2 | 
gate): ‘goes | LOW ; “trefer to th diagram. | 
e the 1000. cap: to: flor pad point, then Soft Start is 

“reset. When: the: switch as: ‘released, the 100n. cap recharges ready - 

tono imaskable interupt): for a. few seconds. 
jumps “to “00 

“for another. go. 
3 Also when the switch is: pressed, No#L puts 5 veia: onto the NMI 

“The Computer then 
Shex, this as. ‘where: the subroutine for the interupt _ 

olives. 

A OOR set ting. “the Disk: Drive with the: oft Start. Ever tried to. 
> RUN,: BRUN, | LOAD, BLOAD, ‘SAVE or BSAVE a ‘program to or from. Disk. 
“without. a Disk Vin. ‘the < Drive or. with. the Door . open ? This is 
where the Soft. Start ‘can be. used also. | 
"Leave the Door open on the drive. after. you: st the: Soft Start and 
“type | -RUN"H", «the. Computer. will. “be | I 
turn it. OFF. cand: ON, but. 1 don’ t like the ı noises that come from. 
the Drive. : os o 
“Instead, I press the ‘Soft Start, - ps. metarne: contre): to me, but 
the Drive is still going hell. for. Mary: tit's. still- Tuan nds sorry 
-about that Mary) so I NaNe to turn. OFF the Drive. | 

F There are TWO (2). other ways. = o Cc Ra a! 
E ie “turn é OFF. a the Power. to the Drive, which is the. easiest 
ay - or - E O rE 
2- for. the hell o ito use ' Software. — 

noo The © following two. programs do work but it is Just as easy to: 
turno the power : to the Drive OFF &. ON. - In the New: NZ 300 TECH. 
aie there is a section: devoted to ‘the Disk Drive. 

à "At 4008 Hex is a subroutine to- ‘turn: ON the Drive and: at “2008 
Hex is a subroutine to turn. OFF the: Drive. . Also inthe. the oll 
Bytes for housekeeping is a Byte. that the controller’ looks at to 
“see if the Drive. is. turned OFF © or. oN and ir Drive 1:0r 2 has been 

selected. 
“ro ISOs “From this: 1 have: written two. programs, one. in Basic and jones o a ‘Assembler: Code. 

The BASIC sq 

rc CUL POKE; ‘30862, qi: ‘Poke’ 30863, 642 “X=USR(0) | | 
Ci! P.POKE: PEEK (30897) +256% PEEK (30898) +11-65536, oO 
oo OSS SPOKE 30862, BP OKE: SOB63,,642 X=USR(O) 
Ci Aa POKEUPEEK iS 08977) +256 PEEK. (30898) 41 Jii i6 
oS STOP 

“line 4° burns the Drive DFF 
Sid est “2: works out ‘where the: housekeeping’ dives: and sets: the Byte tie. & 
oe o to O tz ero). 
ose Sabine 3 turns the Drive on. 
“Line 4resets the housekeeping to Drive 

$: : Rie vio Ses 
Ah a AAE EF é : 

oan = : : 

“The 4° Meg. resistor ae 

ocked up for. ever unless you Pg 



35 ‘ams, ‘iguanas v f REPORT. O Ry, E o ARA o 2h cor .u 

RA EA Ti: E EE EE um oa è l ApS . ao da, & sie ae ec eae MES E oe wee a 

ee, ee me: dida" t. se: dine: 2 the: 
ee Ae ‘executed: line. Be oo 

“«tlnstead | of lines. 2: t 4 with the TOP: of MEMORY. at 65535 (FFF Ce 
Hex)... cyou can change. them to: POKE m3000, 0" sand. POKE 300, 16 (that’s €e 
“Gf oyour mem goes’: “that high). oe ee 
OT you: “have . a UNZ—S00 | with a: Standard: “16 Ram Pack: then: these 

ane 2 poge zsas,o | and o l DE i mas à MR ee 

Drive. mould start- running again- when o 

ce “Assembler. ‘Code Program. — ee RO ap sa 
| Does ithe same: as ‘the. ‘Basic. ‘program. — oo a ee RE DO 

o SBALLCGOOBH | RR oft: drive | | na é ae a 
Co no ED HL, (79BIH) - : gload HL with top of- memory | | | a ee 

| nr E co are. DE with: 41 decimal 

(Head a into: the address: pointes: to da A 
by the HL register — E 
“save Hon: stack ars PES a. à Pisa 
“— gturnidisk on — | Er S 

- JPOP HL | -o isget HL from stack 
ALD A, 16 bead A with 16 decimal 
T a A DE 1 aa Aa mD ae ia h to 

car 1A19 H 

ee programs or either program could b be saved on: TAPE and used 
— when necessary. 
| But again, it is easier to turn the Power to the Drive OFF and: 

“SOFT START INTERRUPT | from nm DAVE À MITCHELL 

PARTS | vu: ST 

14093 Es ao g me ee ee BY 

EE x 10n Greencap m o š 10K o E 

“TO PIN18. 
“MEMORY EXPANSION 

E x 100n + Greencap, 



aw, 

dr 
E. programming: for: the; HVL 

Antroducti ons to. “BASIC: proceed. bl ow-by-bl ow through the: various - 
iss E “BASIC. commands. ae will snot =: “many. texts. exi. st which can. cpa ain Po 

i these better: than Tcan. i | 

AR 
oe applicable: to. BASIC, “Assembl er, ‘Pascal: or: whatever. 

l E RR” ered | eg “they. ware needed. Thi 
ne these. since: a E 

“been - asked - “to. diner Sate a series | son. “BASIC. r no 
sers.: So. ‘here: goes. E T o E 

Firstly, - the: “Series will . be ‘unconventional... oa “Most 

series. mia dnitiariy. be: mon- pecific to: any 
“pa Hadar- "Computer - bang age. . Generial -programmi ng concepts and | o 3 

idelines will be offered... ‘The E principles | will ibe. equally- Bua 

“advanced. - programai ng .toncepts . and hints wi : a: pe 
is: 4 s the. best: “time fo: i ntroduce.. 

ir’ mystique ais: removed. 
“early. emphasis ‘will. be on PL “Fourthly, | NNING,: ‘ORGANISING asd 

“MAI NTAINING a. program, l rather: “than: sadio feverish. ‘coding at. 
a the iia (which is usually commenced too early by beginners). 

cIt is; quite possible “to. recognise- “a breed of compulsive 
= _. programmers, . “born from; the ‘home micro boom. This breed, is. he 

> emerging from the ‘brave: new world ‘of tomor: E 
reason: for. existence is simply to program. People become totally | 
" fascinated by. 

rows. technol. ogy whose ; 

a he. unlimited abstract. world that the inside of a _ 
“computer — “o: ‘ers. We-can create a Universe or any World inside a 

ae machine. In the. abstract world of. programming, a well ‘thought _ 
“out programming method serves. as a MAP, and the techniques of | 
ar ‘software “engineering are “the WEAPONS. These then are the main = 
“threads, m series. TR 3 | = a o 

bets: ‘commence ‘this. month | ae a feu defi nitic ons and: ‘concepts o o 
a Bonar over. until: the. next. installment. g 

'THE- COMPUTER «is a: machine, “and is: only capable of doing. 
simple. work... It: has been : “termed “by some as "a remarkably 
efficient counting: machine with a large memory = PAUE: no brains!” 
It has no intelligence and cannot think. 

A COMPUTER: SYSTEM consi. sts of four. el ements. à a 
rhe “the Central- Processor Unit” tin. “the VZ it is the Z-BOA 

microprocessor . MERO with. “primary memory". (ROM: and PR to 34K 
“RAM. 

o disk when used to update or relieve primary memory. . 

ape eS “eg. man “output : tk 
oo output Ascreen prompt). “is man. input- o re BND SO “On. “This 
© Anteraction. forms. the basis of. using “computer, Se | 

e different | to: our own. mental. capabilsti es. . The. = and iiia DO 
+ -iMemory: vil 5 “broadly equi: val ent to our imi nd. mee F | 

CER — > © mitar.. o Jour senses (touch, taste, “sight, © = sense of heat, 

eae, “Our. “use Of external aids to assist our memory, suchas note  _ 
dO “books, z il ing. Sabin: 
Oo a cof which have: slow access and are difficult: to recal 1 

: compared with things. already: resi: dent. in our: mind. 

2. Input. devices = keyboard, cassette, disk and so on. 
de Output devices —- screen, printer, cassutto,: disk, in-built. ae ae 

f E speaker, voice and sound. Syntes sers etc. 
4. “Secondary memory”: - not essential but may be cassette- or 

_MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE. The interaction at seenceanceachine: 
“wputputs isa: continuous. wand» circular feedback process. E a 

"a ress) ris machine. input we OF machine e 

“The four “told subdivision. of a computer system is Tittle | 

devices: are- 

speaking, hearing). The secondary memory is directly comparable - 

ts “of information, telephone directories moe : E 

JTER. “PROCESSES or CAPABILITIES. are surpri singly’ Pew Io 
“number. ; “There. are only. FOUR: and unless: an: exercise or problem | og oot 
oan be. broken’ ‘down: “into these el emen nai processes, then. coding — | 
DE O the “program should not commence. A greater: understandi ng. of. 
“the ‘problem: is. ‘required: before: ‘proceeding. E 



progr rammi
ng. e. Es 3 

portion Df the task ̀ “such. as the. SYN 

The four processes are :- 
“ae Ale; Input data and store it in primary memory - the data may be 

| either "raw". data: input (e.g. from: Piada a “Drread-in' from the — 
* secordary: store. . Hesg tape). e “a | 

tput. data . already. stored in primary: memory = ‘either: as a Ze gn he 

pi output” (e.g. to. ostreen) or. ) wri tten-pik: to: secondary. memory. 
| Seg. tape). 

e fe Perform — ‘simpie : aa 

4. : Perform ‘Logical ‘comparisons (disjunction, conjunction: and 
negation): ‘between two items of data in primary. oan del 
_ (Remember. —. 0. arithmetic, comparisons only). ee ee, hah see 

. To. continue © the- analogy with ourselves, I doubt whether. we 
“scans “do: anything | more | than these. operations except that we use 
“experience. | : The computers’ analogue. of this. is the. PROGRAM as it 
“possesses zero intelligence. ARET 

THE PROGRAMMING TASK is to utilize the high speed and large 
memory capacity of a computer. system. to. do something useful 
Such as carry out calculations (number | frunching) E play games, 
“monitor house. security: ete. es EIS 

“The. spectrum of. tasks involved. in | programming is. very broad, 
-S0 little wonder — “that -beginners | have | ‘trouble grasping the 
essentials, ` or that many: programs are. “badly” written. — The task 

. involves . taking | "an. idea or concept | and. translating that into a 
symbolic — “program statement) | form . OF. “representation. An. 

“intermediate stage | ‘tn: this. translation often. involves modelling . 
the . phenomenon being programmed. This ‘psychologically involves 

moving: from concrete concepts to. various: levels of. abstraction. æ- 
again ca. Mery. difficult. thing Fors. Parkicularhy young, minds. to 

Master. — | 
The transition . “from: an. “idea. Sto a- program. can. seldom. ‘be 

< achieved in one leap tam, more often. a “number: of intermediate steps 
are required. — Liken. “dt to. writing an essay where drafts and 
notes: are. “used ‘before the final. ‘prose is produced. — Fortunately ao 

“o number of us | 
Co Sa ogeod program. | = 
vor tod In my view, ‘one ‘of the orudiast pitfalls of the home. computer 
A beam is that these intermediate steps are not understood by Users 
SIO pE: 

programmers. result. Many of: these people. may find their. way. into 
cite | “computer - industry | of the - future. “There “is ALWAYS more 
o personal rsatisfaction : “emo i ‘achieving E VE “good”: Job even if it. is 
o Se oniy a sqames program for: Toe kids. Tt is also more fun, “the " “o ressence of- “home . micros) .. as. there is Tess hassle in getting. a 
“o program to. TUR. ! “and. more: time: for -more programs. 

ful- “tools have: been: developed to assist an. ‘producing 

hat, at. least, bad programs and,.'at worst, disillusioned 

at. as. Important tos early distinguish 4 temo: aie whilst 
E he.. first, EC to. devise a LOGICAL- solution to: the es 

Do oroo anaid “exercise, | “which o is- “quite | “independent. of the < — ~ o o particular language to be jused. ̀ “The second, | ds the actual. CODING o o 
Cou iof the exercise : being | ‘undertaken. -` “The: latter. stage: is easy, ©— ooon 

— provided: “that “the former’ “is well understood. | The computer 8 
ao “program . “mil. “only: function: ‘correctly af the. logic: ot the: program o ec Sg 8 correct, . ‘and there are novaids.or diagnostics: available from — 
coro the “machine to: assist, an achieving. correctness. in this demanding — . 

aspect of. program. design. Some diagnostics are however available | 
Ce Ato assist. fin the coding ip YNTA 

— “checking. ER. RE o Eo 
a “As one becomes more. familiar. with: programming Aanquiigas at asi ce 

“soon. ‘apparent that. many. of: the: powerful: command structures: are 
.  fsiapiy macro: instructions formed from ‘these’ Few! “primatives". 7 

a hes etic “procedures . “addition or- 
— subtraction): upon data. in ‘primary memory only. 



Nag “alee 

eomolaty «é ook. 

ee se 

Next: month: e wil Jook: at “the “various . Stages: « dn ntie 

ne omo task, vor - how : “to approach a programming exercise. 
nd no mention. DF ‘BASIC. code in this article!) 

aeee: “apl ease. In “this ‘manner: yo . 
“ obtain a “feel for: SNR EYRE Ot problems 

© are experiencing. 

E maias I would like. to. offer to Users. that your: programming | 
| “uqueri es. wil 1. be. canswered “if you write to me - with a SAE. 

uld get what you want and: Twill so 
Users in the Hunter Valley 

a. sh 

a EURELLA ST... o. ue | 

i 

| | here. there -are always ——— 
“it means that — it is very difficult to 
hirina. “ando “software “aspects of. the e 

E | “The: programmer . may have to get “close to the = 
oces shardware"- yt usually due ̀  to- hardware/memory - limitations or. 
restricted “1/0 capabilities. ~ “Don?t : shy away from hardware By. 
saying - “but. «Tam only interested in writing programs “as. the tuo | 



Moy: of. the: galaxy. 
“Tre “first: screen is“ the: standard: Joysticks. ty or | no screen. 

after, Ee nim “a title screen comes up and singly, the letters cs 
Co Am the word starblaster, - “expand “onto | the screen. A rather 

- imteresting « ando “creative effect. - This is: “then. followed by a o ooo 
oF oan YOU. “beeping asit- 
comes. . | ‘Once dt “gets right up “to you, (really big). the screen 

which comes ‘closer. sand closer: toward: fighter © 

goes: into, ja brilliant beeping, multi-coloured explosion sequence. 

Next is the first. page of instructions which explain the 
Te object.. “of the! game and. Level. selection details.: The second: page 
“tells. “you about the enemy: fleet and the types of craft that 9 =. 

“The: third: screen displays the uso 

oe : s five levels of. play. (1-5), five being -© 
pi oe thes “hardest. ° Once a: level is. selected | : the game immediately © 

‘encounter: ‘during the game. 
he: “game. h 

you? IT 
Corr ara keys. ` o 

“begins. , 
a At. — start: of the game. 

| anA patie “at ca constant rate to. stay in flight. There is a 
yellow © “Frame “around the outside of the screen and in the middle  — 

“of. this. isa. ‘small cross. . This cross is your aiming: device and 
“when a. enemy: craft - passes in front of: this, and you fire, the 
“enemy - will cbe- idestroyed. “When you fire, ‘shots come from each 
“corner of the screen ‘and meet in the middle. If you hit an enemy 
“craft a colourful and musical (but quick). explosion sequence will 
“take. place. . The. game . = ether, R y POW on NBN:'3 on 
— saturday mornings. É a : f | 

In: Starblaster you fee given the impression “that you. ean. 
control, | to an: extent, the, enemy. craft's: movement. and ultimately 
<i steer e into'' the weapon . sights. | In? fact, this is done by 
' manouvering your ship “about and so changing your. view of the 

area. To begin with this can be a little confusing, as the enemy | 
ships will move the opposite to. what direction. you press, but 

-C remember | you | are: moving. your view. of your. crafts. not the actual 
enemy. ships. “Amongst all “this drama are. little,  wiggling stars to 
comfort. You. 

Whilst. -navigating | the gáluxios, be careful because as with 
“the title page, “the: penca gradually gets closer and. closer to. 
“you. “T+ you do“ “not “destroy . them in time, they will score a 
“direct © “hit con -.you-and ‘depending on your. Tevel, yon will. tose a. 
“certain ‘amount of energy to absorb the Bit 

oo" e There are four types of. enemy craft. - These are  freighters 
SAH tankers (TNK), troop carriers (TRP) ‘and: fighters (FHT). 
“The “higher. your: Tevel the more fighters and the greater the rate 
or. “energy esp UDN for ‘firing, “hit. absorbtion and flight. 
mai. ntai nance. Here is a. “table of: the: numbers of each type of “enemy © craft for each level... “The right hand columns of figures oo eS Row | “energy consumption. for. firing and being hit at each of the 

E O : Eos Pi ere > qn 

“Level: OFRT OTK O STRE FHT  \FIRING..AIT ABSORB 
| a Be JO 

EB 060. 
LANO SPO 
MES uBO 

URUN: 

oo 

AS 

TTR 

“This = SC mem mm 
scrolling high -resolution “graphics and cam get quite: addictive 
a aa 

r o © ANG ras ate fg Recs i 

] Ce eg a dica 
pii og Sr peas We a 

eae PR + whe tg é : PRA: rs f 

f 3 É . m 

TA Jone “of nthe ide Dick. Smith: games. Price. 
‘object n the: game is to shoot and. stray: ald of. 

o E you are ‘given 999 units of energy. o 

oy Energy “is | used. “three “ways :— when firing, if you are hit by a 

OPTE ap Sate ent mis dei Die RO Fee io Sugira 



A 2 EE this does” T „peppen, o simplest: remedy is ato; Amok: ato po uAdams” score. n level one “the top scores section of this o 
o e tbem) and | you aê pi ‘be. “Last but. not least. ae G oa tehe control; eyes ando until. MERE months “happy Shooting., 2 

ee SCAN UP E ada Ram uiay CO ERAPRIOS emcees CA dema SERN ODDWN CO CS UBOUND. aa o ee Se | Mee SSCAN LEFT © are ANIMATION: oe exe eure SCAN RIGHT ui “= HOVERALL = mewn XXK oe sor. nee wie FIRE LAZERS | “Leading times:— TAPE. 2 2 ming o qo EA ei “SELECT. LEVEL | e s DISK as. secs | 

MESMA SCORE -TABELE 

sa a 

+ 

ASTERIODS 
CIRCUS 

DAWN PATROL 
‘DIG OUT 

— “GBALAXON | 

-— “GHOST HUNTERS 

HAMBURGER SAM 

o LADDER “CHALLENGE 
= PANIK 

“JT PLANET FATROL 
oo. “ROAD WARRIOR. 
oS SPACE INVADERS 
STAR BLASTER 

SUPER SNAKE | 

35020 | 
-> 1080 - ADAM MAGEE- 
-602 Seo” 

“18780 
— 13640 

“47400 © 
“10740. 
25400. 
“10890 
e OBD 

O 528370 
“17290 — 
gr 
ABR 

MATTHEW TAYLOR 

“MATTHEW TAYLOR 
“MATTHEW TAYLOR 

“CHRISTIAN WARNER 
ADAM MAGEE | 
MATTHEW TAYLOR © 

“MATTHEW TAYLOR 
“MATTHEW TAYLOR | 
“ADAM MAGEE — i 
MATTHEW TAYLOR 
“MATTHEW TAYLOR 
“ADAM MAGEE | 
EDITOR 

Stephen | 
Might have a wanidate “for. gamblers ; “anonymous. Taylor, matthews young brother won E4, 052,903 on the D. =. E POKER. 

a aan ‘sources... tell. that: the only reason: Stephen didn’t o 

o keep. On “Mining was entendia his prizes were getting so big, he aS having “trouble. RA “out the. standard: notation. What a = | 

Oo sprnobiem! | ‘(ce gs | 


